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Enjoying the ride since 1989 
In 1989, the mountain biking boom gaining steam and brands such as Ringle, Paul’s, 
SRP and Kooka could anodize anything in 3-D Violet and sell the crap out of them. 
1989 was also the year Pedros started as a college company in Boston selling Syn 
Lube to east coast mountain bikers. It was the first time synthetic oil was introduced to 
bikers and people loved the product. 


While Syn Lube is still in our product line, the company has developed the bike care 
and tool section to carry hundreds of items and we moved beyond USA east coast and 
sell Pedro’s products in more than 30 countries around the world. 


Our focus is bicycle maintenance and the way we go about it is to design products 
which we enjoy using ourselves. This means striving for top level quality and 
functionality. We control steel quality, tolerances, hardening and surface treatment and 
the warranty issues are for most extremely low. The bike care is based on Pedro’s 
exclusive chemistry and we test our product with professional teams to ensure they 
work to the highest standard.


We all share a passion of maintaining bikes and the desire to make the best products to 
achieve this. This has over the last years resulted in many new products and more to 
come. As we grow, we will always treasure our heritage and passion for maintaining 
bikes and to be out there to work and have fun with other people who love to bike.



BIKE CARE 

LUBE 
Ice Wax 2.0 (617XXXX) Wax for dry 
conditions, keeps the chain clean, Road 
Biking Go! (6140031) Biodegradable lube 
for dry conditions, high viscosity for 
penetration, MTB in dry conditions.  
ChainJ (6110XXXX) Canola lube for mixed 
conditions and any type of biking, 
biodegradable. Syn Lube (601XXXX) super 
slippery synthetic lube for wet, cold 
muddy conditions. Endurance, MTB, 
winter cycling. Bio Grease 2.0 (6195031) 
all purpose biodegradable grease. White 
Grease (6215031) high performance 
grease with teflon additive. 

CLEAN 
Green Fizz (613XXXX) solvent free bike 
wash, can be used from bottle or diluted 
in water. Not harmful to any material and 
still super efficient to lift dirt. 
Pro J (612XXXX) citrus degreaser for the 
drive train

Bike Lust (606XXXX) polish with silicon for 
shine and protection. 

CLEANING TOOLS 
Mini Pit Kit 3.0 (6100404), Tooth Brush 

(6400520) for 
cleaning of 

drive train, 
Pro Brush 
kit 
(6100700) 

four brushes 
for all parts of 

the bicycle  
Chain Keeper 

(6400560) holding the 
chain when the 
wheel is removed  !

Chain Pig (61003XX) for hassle free 
cleaning of the chain.  !!
TOOLS FOR WEEKEND 
WARRIORS 

RIDE ALONG 
Every day tools, super sturdy Tire 
Levers (6400XXX) in different colours, a 
range of folding hand tools with long bits 
and high quality steel, 

Folding Hex (6463100) 

Folding Hex with screwdriver (6463150) 
Folding Hex with Torx (6463155)
!
Multi tools with chain tool, 

RxM (6463178)  and 


ICM (6463181) 
!
Tulio (6460310) is a super 
light  multi-tool, a combined 
quick release and 
tool with hex, flat 
blade, spoke 
wrench and chain 
tool tool. !
For the fixie and 
single speed 
community we developed Trixie (6460307, 
6460308) with bottle cage mounting, 
chrome or black chrome. 




Six pack Chain Tool (6460300) is 
a small chain tool with 

spoke wrenches, 
flat blade and hex.


ADJUST THE 
RIDE 
Hex and Torx for 
everyday tasks.  
Y-Hex in different sizes 
(6462603, 6462606, 
6462656), 

Y-Torx 
(6462660), 

L-Hex set (6463100), 


L-Torx set (6463110), 
!
Pedal tools in different 

styles, Pedal Driver for 6 
and 8 mm (6463026, 

6463028), 
!
Apprentice Pedal 

Wrench (6463005). Other 
tools in this category are 
Tape Measure (6000054), 
Screwdriver 2 pcs set 
(6464310), Multi Spoke 
Wrench (6460400) 

INFLATION 
A good track pump makes the job 
easier, Domestique (6400520) for 
lower pressure and more air, 
Prestige (6400500) and Super 
Prestige (6400510) for higher pressuer. 
The mini pump Madame (6400540) is 
unique and can deliver 11 Bar with 
reasonably low effort. 

THE 
MOBILE 
WORKSHOP !
Store your bike 
work shop when not 
used and take the 
workshop with you 
when going out for 
a bike weekend. 
The portable tool 
kits comes in three 
sizes. Starter Tool 
Kit (6450690), can also be bought as an 
empty pouch - Burrito (6450695) - for 
storing your existing tools, Apprentice 
Tool Kit (6450680) and 
Master Tool Kit 
(6450655). The 
workshop is 
completed with 
the sturdy Folding 
Repair Stand 
(6450700) and the  

Portable 
Work 

Bench (6450800). !!!!!!! !!!!!!!!

GENERAL PRO BENCH 
TOOLS 
We offer two extensive tool kits for the 
stationary work bench, Apprentice 
Bench in a Box (6450610) and Bench in 
a a Box (6450675).  

Other tools useful around the work bench 
are Magnetic Parts Tray 
(6451150), Ratcheting Combo 
Set (6460500),  Adjustable 
Wrench (6460530), 
Screwdriver set 5 pcs (6464300) 

!
PRO TOOLS               
TORQUE, TORX and HEX 
Hex Driver 5mm (6463024) 
Pro T/L Hex set (6451551) 
Pro T/L Torx set (6451660) 
Pro Torque Wrench 2.0 (6460620) 

Demi Torque Wrench (6460625) 

Torque Bit set (6460610) 

CABLES 
Cable Cutter (6451250) 
Cable Puller (6451255) 

CHAIN 
Chain Checker plus (6460700)


Pro Chain Tool (6460360) 
Tutto (6460340), 9-11 speed 

chain tool


CASSETTE 
Vise Whip (6451505)


COG Wrench (6451300) 

Pro Socket Handle (6460155) !
Cogset Lockring without 
pin (6460010) 
Cogset Lockring with pin (6460000) 
Campy BB and Cassette 
Socket (6460205) 
BMX Freewheel Socket 
(6451225) !
PEDAL & CRANK 
Universal Crank Puller with handle 
(645120) 
Crank remover (6451200), Crank 
remover splined (6451205),

Pedal Wrench (6463000)


Equalizer Pedal Wrench (6463010)


BOTTOM BRACKET 
BB Socket splined (ISIS) (6460201), 
Campy BB & Cassette 
Socket (6460205), 
BB Socket holder (6460210) 
Campy BB Hex Driver 
(6460220), Campy SKS BB 
Wrench (6460230), BB Wrench 
Shimano Integrated (6460240), 
Shimano 6 and 8 notch BB Wrench 
(6460250, 6460270), External Bearing 
BB Socket (6460260) 

!
!
!
!
!
!

!
SPOKE & TIRE 
Downhill Tire Lever (6400025) 
Pro Spoke Wrench (6460450) 

!!
HUB & HEADSET 
Cone Wrenches 13 - 20 mm (64610XX)

Headset Wrenches 32, 36, 40mm 
(64620XX) 
Star Nut Setter (6450905) 

!
PROMO MATERIAL 
Pedro’s offer a small selection 
of promotion material, the 
Beverage Wrench (6451275) is 
a standard item always in 
stock, Apron Long 
(6505025L) and Apron 
Waist (6505025W), 
T-shirts are print 
yearly with different 
design !

!
The Tool Station (6460160) is designed 
for Bike parks and bike shops who want 

to offer extra service to the customers. 
The Pedro’s logo sign for mounting on 

slat wall (6005145) !
“Be nice to the Mech” 
tin plate sign (6005205) !!!!!
REPLACEMENT 
PARTS               !
PRO CHAIN TOOL 
Pins, 2 spare (6460351) 
Bridge (2.0 only) (6460352) 
Brass piece (6460361) !
TUTTO 
Pins, 2 spare (6460340TCT-06) 
Retracting pin guide (6460330TCT-09) 
Rebuild Kit (6460330TCT-R) 
Peening bit (6460330TCT-05) !
TULIO 
5/6mm bit (6460310QSM-04) 
L-Wrench (6460310QSM-06) 
End-cap (6460310QSM-07) !
FOLDING REPAIR STAND 
Jaw Cover pair (6450718 
Handle (6450719) !
INFLATION 
Hose and Head Domestique (6450506) 
Hose and Head Super Prestige (6450515) !
POS MATERIAL              !
Most of the tool packaging are designed 
with hangtag for display on a wall.  
The new bottle holders are designed for 
slat wall and each hook holds four 100ml 
bottles or three 500 ml bottles. At the 
end of the bottle holder is a sticker with 
short product description. The system is 
packed in a Starter Display box with 
seven bottle holders (6005400/3) and fit 
with the starter lube pack (6005400/1) and 
the starter cleaner pack (6005400/2) !


